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	Guide to Network Defense and Countermeasures, 9781133727941 (1133727948), Cengage Learning, 2013

	This book is intended to provide students and professionals with a solid foundation in the

	fundamentals of advanced network security. The previous edition of this book placed significant

	emphasis on intrusion detection, but this edition aims to provide a more balanced approach to

	the topic of network defense and countermeasures. As the range of threats to data systems

	becomes broader, depending on a limited number of security strategies becomes riskier. Information

	security professionals need to have a broad range of knowledge and skills. As a result, the

	third edition includes topics such as routing security and cryptography, which play an important

	role in network defense, as well as newer concepts such as IPv6 and unified threat management,

	which have begun to play a larger role and are expected to become more important in the

	future.

	GUIDE TO NETWORK DEFENSE AND COUNTERMEASURES provides a thorough guide to perimeter defense fundamentals, including intrusion detection and firewalls. This trusted text also covers more advanced topics such as security policies, network address translation (NAT), packet filtering and analysis, proxy servers, virtual private networks (VPN), and network traffic signatures. Thoroughly updated, the new third edition reflects the latest technology, trends, and techniques including virtualization, VMware, IPv6, and ICMPv6 structure, making it easier for current and aspiring professionals to stay on the cutting edge and one step ahead of potential security threats. A clear writing style and numerous screenshots and illustrations make even complex technical material easier to understand, while tips, activities, and projects throughout the text allow you to hone your skills by applying what you learn. Perfect for students and professionals alike in this high-demand, fast-growing field, GUIDE TO NETWORK DEFENSE AND COUNTERMEASURES, Third Edition, is a must-have resource for success as a network security professional.
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Computer Science Logo Style 2/e, Vol. 3: Beyond ProgrammingMIT Press, 1997
The phrase “computer science” is still, in some circles, battling for acceptance. Some
people, not necessarily antagonistic to computers, consider it an illegitimate merger of
two disconnected ideas (much as I feel myself about the phrase “computer literacy”). They
don’t see where the science comes in;...

		

Cross-platform Localization for Native Mobile Apps with XamarinApress, 2016

	Tailor your apps to appeal to a global market. Microsoft MVP Chris Miller steps you through the process of enabling multiple language support, while using a single shared set of language resources using the .NET Framework.

	

	You will learn to adapt a simple mobile application for the Android, iOS, and Windows platforms, and...


		

Pro Apache GeronimoApress, 2006
Pro Apache Geronimo teaches you all about using Apache Geronimo, the open source lightweight J2EE/Java EE 5 web application server. Geronimo's GBeans enable you to deploy sophisticated server-side enterprise Java applications and perform special enterprise-level Java development for transactional support. This book is a must-have...





	

Distributed Network DataO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build your own distributed sensor network to collect, analyze, and visualize real-time data about our human environment—including noise level, temperature, and people flow. With this hands-on book, you’ll learn how to turn your project idea into working hardware, using the easy-to-learn Arduino microcontroller and...



		

Computer-mediated Relationships and Trust: Managerial and Organizational Effects (Premier Reference Source)Idea Group Publishing, 2007
The recent, rapid emergence of the virtual organization has added new dynamics and challenges to the context of relationships between organizational managers and their employees, customers, and other constituents.
Computer-Mediated Relationships and Trust: Managerial and Organizational Effects provides an exhaustive collection...


		

Professional C++Wrox Press, 2011

	Essential reading for experienced developers who are determined to master the latest release of C++


	Although C++ is often the language of choice from game programming to major commercial software applications, it is also one of the most difficult to master. With this no-nonsense book, you will learn to conquer the latest release of...
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